New Cisco® Aironet 1560 Access Points are built to withstand the often-unpredictable elements of the great outdoors. With state-of-the-art 802.11ac Wave 2 Wi-Fi coverage, these compact and durable access points are a breeze to deploy.

Not every network is the same and that’s why Cisco has made the Aironet 1560 Series Access Points available in four separate models:

• 1562I with internal antennas
• 1562E with external antennas
• 1562D with internal directional antennas

Each of these low-profile, low-cost access points come packed with robust Cisco features and are ideal for both enterprise and carrier-operator deployments, but which access point is best suited for your needs?

Answer these simple questions to determine which access point supports your need:

Do you need outdoor coverage? Does this coverage need to be wide and used for general purposes? Do you need a device that’s aesthetically pleasing? Choose the Cisco Aironet 1562I Access Point.

Examples: College campus, corporate office with multiple buildings

Do you need outdoor coverage? Does the coverage have to be controlled by the user? Do you want the best omni coverage through external omni antennas? Choose the Cisco Aironet 1562E Access Point.

Examples: Outdoor warehouses, shopping malls, truck stops

Do you need outdoor coverage? Is the coverage needed in an outdoor, high-density area? Do you require point-to-point bridging because you can’t run cable? Choose the Cisco Aironet 1562D Access Point.

Examples: Stadiums, outdoor concert halls, large parks

For More Information
Visit the Cisco Aironet 1560 Access Point.